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Processing

F

reshly collected seeds and herbarium specimens must be processed promptly to prevent spoilage. These tasks occupied many
evenings for all of the expedition members.
Clockwise from upper left:
Soft-fleshed fruits are soaked and sieved to
remove any pulp before the seeds are
dried and packed. Rick Lewandowski
cleans seeds at a trough sink during the
1994 expedition to the Beijing region.
Pressed herbarium specimens must be dried
quickly or else mold may set in. During a
rainy spell, Peter Del Tredici and Mao
Cailaing resorted to burning charcoal
under the herbarium press to help dry
the specimens.
Air-drying seeds and herbarium samples.
Kris Bachtell and Martin Scanlon begin processing cones of Tsuga chinensis.
Dry fruits like these maple samaras are winnowed, carefully cleaned, and sorted
before they are packed in labeled bags.

Photos clockwise from upper left: Kris Bachtell,
Paul Meyer, Peter Del Tredici, Anthony Aiello,
Kris Bachtell
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Food

E

xpedition members enjoyed many elements of Chinese cuisine on their travels.

Clockwise from upper left:
A vendor at a market in Harbin sells fruit
including round Asian pears native to
this region and warty, orange, ripened
bitter melons.
Graduate student Zhang Wei and an expedition driver, Mr. Liu, eat spicy noodles in a
restaurant in Min Xian, Gansu.
This noodle vendor in Xi’an served up bowls
of piping-hot seasoned noodles.
In Shanxi’s Pangquangou National Preserve,
this “mushroom lady” was collecting a
type of edible mushroom known to grow
on Populus davidiana.
Photos clockwise from upper left: Paul Meyer,
Kris Bachtell, Anthony Aiello, Kris Bachtell

Getting to Know China

B

eyond collecting plants, the NACPEC expeditions
have provided an opportunity for participants to see
and learn more about China’s people and landscapes.

Clockwise from top:
Tall, blond expedition members Bill Thomas and Paul
Meyer attracted a lot of attention in the streets of
Wudang Shan City, Hubei.
This Tibetan woman was harvesting Anemone tomentosa
plants to feed to her pigs.
Chinese colleagues hosted a birthday celebration for
Kris Bachtell in September 2005 (left to right:
Anthony Aiello, Kris Bachtell, Zhang Zuoshuang,
He Shanan, and Zhang Aoluo and his wife).
Opposite page, clockwise from upper left:
Peter Del Tredici shoots pool with the locals on a street
in the Wudang Shan area, Hubei.
Children give pig riding a try, to the amusement of
onlookers in a small village in the Mo Gou Forest
area in Gansu.
A misty view of the Seven Sisters, a set of peaks in the
Tai Bai Shan reserve in Shaanxi.
Photos this page, clockwise from top: Peter Del Tredici,
Kris Bachtell, Kang Wang
Photos opposite page, clockwise from upper left:
Paul Meyer, Kris Bachtell, Anthony Aiello
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